With the proliferation of smartphones and their advanced connectivity capabilities, opportunistic networks have gained a lot of traction during the past years; they are suitable for increasing network capacity and sharing ephemeral, localised content. They can also offload traffic from cellular networks to deviceto-device ones, when cellular networks are heavily stressed. Opportunistic networks can play a crucial role in communication scenarios where the network infrastructure is inaccessible due to natural disasters, large-scale terrorist attacks or government censorship. Geocasting, where messages are destined to specific locations (casts) instead of explicitly identified devices, has a large potential in real world opportunistic networks, however it has attracted little attention in the context of opportunistic networking.
Introduction
The proliferation of smartphones and their long-and short-range connectivity capabilities have made the deployment of opportunistic networks [1] [2] a realistic [3] and viable solution to a number of problems. Wireless technologies, such as LTE, Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct and Bluetooth, allow smartphones to access 5 the Internet as well as communicate with devices within their range, in an adhoc, peer-to-peer fashion [3] [4] . Opportunistic networks have gained a lot of traction during the past years; they are suitable for increasing network capacity
[5] [6] and sharing ephemeral, localised content [7] . They are also appropriate for offloading traffic from cellular networks to device-to-device ones, whose for-10 mation is assisted by cellular providers [8] [9] , who have strong incentives to do so when their networks are heavily stressed [10] [11] . Equally importantly, opportunistic networks can play a crucial role in communication scenarios where the network infrastructure is (partially or fully) inaccessible due to natural disasters, large-scale terrorist attacks or government censorship. They can also be In most of the scenarios described above, communication and content dissemination is geographically confined (e.g. within a city or a region where a natural 20 disaster took place or a part of the city where protesters demonstrate). Apart from being able to send messages to a specific device in the network (unicasting), it is also crucial to be able to route messages to specific geographical locations (geocasting) within the opportunistic network. Effective geocasting has a large potential in the real world use of opportunistic networks: (1) geographical noti-
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fications for emergency situations, such as fire and natural disasters; (2) location targeted advertising, where a large volume of users is concentrated at specific locations (e.g. open festival venues or large stadiums) to attend music festivals, sports events or to participate in a demonstration; (3) geographically restricted service discovery. These geographical locations (casts) may be pre-defined, even 30 before a network is deployed, or specified by the sender for each message, separately. A temporal aspect is also relevant to geocasting, apart from the spatial one; destination nodes must receive a message before it expires; e.g. before a
notification or an evacuation instruction becomes invalid in a natural disaster scenario.
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Unicasting has been extensively studied in the context of Opportunistic networks [12] [13] , but none of the existing protocols can support geocasting, given that unicast protocols route messages to specific devices, which are explicitly identified by unique endpoint identifiers. A number of geographical routing protocols that utilise the location of network devices to efficiently route messages 40 in opportunistic networks have been proposed [14] . Note that these protocols are unicast protocols and are not designed for geocasting. Geocasting has been mostly studied in the context of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [15] .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
MANETs present radically different properties compared to opportunistic networks. In MANETs, connectivity (as well as the overall network topology) 45 between mobile nodes is rather stable; no such assumptions can be made for opportunistic networks, where mobility is high 3 and connectivity is very intermittent. As a result, no end-to-end paths among all nodes exist at all times and the network topology is unknown and constantly changing. Hence, none of the existing geocasting protocols for MANETs are suitable for opportunistic 50 networks.
In this paper we present Geocasting Spray And Flood (GSAF) and its DirectionAware extension (DA-GSAF); they are both simple but efficient and flexible geocasting protocols for opportunistic networks, which overcome limitations of existing approaches. Contrary to protocols where casts must be pre-defined [7] 55 [16] , or defined as circles (by defining a centre point and a radius) [7] [17] [18] [19], or the network should be divided into pre-defined, non-overlapped equal cells [17] [18] [19] , our approach allows for flexible definition of casts as a polygon defined by set of coordinates. The sender defines the cast, the cast definition is carried in the routed message and other nodes only check whether they reside 60 within the defined cast. This flexibility is required in many scenarios where fine-grained specification of casts is crucial (e.g. for fine-grained emergency notifications to avoid widespread panic). Moreover, in our approach a device can send a message in a cast even if it does not reside in it. This is in contrast to [7] , where devices can only publish content within the region they reside. With 65 such an approach, it would be very inefficient to reach relatively remote regions by just increasing the radius of the cast, effectively flooding a very large area with, probably, unwanted content.
In our approach, devices do not exchange any location-related information, thus preserving users' privacy, and take routing decisions autonomously. This 70 is in contrast to approaches that exchange explicit [18] or aggregated location 3 Mobility is actually exploited so that messages are physically carried in the devices towards their final destinations.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T information (e.g. cast visiting probabilities [17] ) or information that is used to collaboratively build mobility maps [16] . Exchanging location information requires network bandwidth and battery, resources that are precious, and rather scarce in opportunistic networks. Expensive computations (e.g. as in [16] [17])
75 also drain the battery quickly. In [18] the network is partitioned into two layers, requiring either a third party to perform the partitioning or a distributed consensus protocol for electing nodes to be in each of these layers (consuming bandwidth especially under high node churn).
GSAF follows a simple but effective approach where messages take random 80 walks towards the destination cast. Messages that follow directions away from the cast are deleted when device buffers get full, freeing space for new messages to be delivered. In brief, message dissemination is as follows: upon receiving a message, a node checks whether it is a destination node (the definition of destination node(s) incorporates both spatial and temporal aspects, as described 85 in Section 2) or not. This requires devices' location services and presents a wellknown trade-off with respect to the accuracy of the reported location (which, in turn, affects the granularity of cast definition) and battery consumption. In the latter case, a device carries and forwards the message to other nodes based on a ticketing mechanism, inspired from [20] . When a message reaches a cast,
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it is disseminated through controlled flooding and does not get re-routed if it exits the destination cast. Expired messages are discarded. GSAF is a privacypreserving protocol.
DA-GSAF extends GSAF by adding direction (but not destination) awareness in the way routing decisions are taken. More specifically, during its first 95 phase, preference is given to devices that head towards the direction of a message's destination cast. DA-GSAF is not strictly privacy-preserving, since it requires devices to reveal their direction to other devices before exchanging messages, albeit in a coarse-grained fashion. This is in contrast to approaches like [16] [17] [18] . As shown in Section 4, DA-GSAF performs the best with 100 respect to message delivery ratio and network overhead in scenarios with small numbers of users and sparser casts.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
In Section 4 we present an extensive evaluation of the proposed geocasting protocols. We have implemented GSAF and DA-GSAF, as well as the most prominent geocasting protocols (i.e. [17] , [18] and [21] We have compared the performance of all implemented protocols in terms of message delivery ratio, latency and network overhead. Our protocols signif-
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icantly outperform all other considered protocols, in all simulated scenarios.
Our scalability study shows that both GSAF and DA-GSAF perform well in scenarios where the number of mobile users is large.
Geocasting in Opportunistic Networks
Before proceeding with the detailed description of the proposed geocasting 115 protocols, we discuss challenges that influenced our work. Geocasting in opportunistic networks entails both spatial and temporal aspects and needs to take into account both network and device resource constraints.
Objectives. In geocasting the goal is to successfully deliver a message to all users (or to as many as possible) that reside inside a geographical area within a 120 specific time interval. It is not only necessary for a message to reach a cast, but it must also be efficiently disseminated within the cast. The temporal aspect is crucial because, in many communication scenarios, messages may be invalidated or deleted from the network, either because the information they carry expires or just because there can be no guarantees that a message will reside within 125 a cast indefinitely. Messages can become valid after their creation and initial forwarding. This feature is important in scenarios where messages are timesensitive and only valid for a specific time duration. For example, a sender could pro-actively generate and send messages to casts and these messages become valid (and therefore deliverable to end-user applications) at a later time; e.g.
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in time-sensitive, geographically-specific advertisements or disaster scenarios for [17] ) may result in low network overhead in dense scenarios but very low message delivery ratio in sparse scenarios. In any case, the ideal geocasting protocol should perform well in both sparse and dense scenarios.
Resources and Constraints. Opportunistic networks employ store-carry-
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forward based mechanism for message routing (including geocasting), therefore build mobility maps [16] ) as well as local computations of metrics that influence how routing is done (e.g. as in [17] ) may result in quick battery drain.
User Privacy. Users are very concerned when it comes to giving away their privacy in terms of mobility patterns, future destinations or social interactions for the sake of a more efficient routing protocol [23] . Exchanging location-related 180 information among devices has significant privacy implications that must be taken into consideration when designing a geocasting protocol for opportunistic networks. Ideally, a geocasting protocol should be effective and efficient without requiring users to release any information that may be considered private.
Design
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In this section we present GSAF and DA-GSAF and explain how messages are routed to their destination casts using a two-phased approach.
Cast Definition and Membership Check
Geographical casts effectively define a group of users that reside in the same region and can be addressed by geocasting messages to this specific cast. In the
following, we describe (1) how casts are defined 4 and (2) how mobile devices check whether they are recipients of a message.
A cast is defined as a set of coordinates in a two-dimensional space (the network). The coordinates define the edges of the cast. Figure 1 circle, needs to be reached, the radius has to be increased, resulting in wasted network bandwidth for messages that reach devices for which the message is useless. In our approach, users can draw the destination casts on their mobile phones effectively defining message destinations on-the-fly. Messages carry the defined cast information (the set of coordinates) as their delivery EID.
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When a mobile device receives a message, it checks whether it is located inside or outside the destination cast; i.e. whether it is a potential recipient or not. Given that this check is performed for every received message, the algorithm must be very fast. Indeed, a number of very efficient algorithms have been proposed in the past in the context of the Point-in-Polygon problem, a 210 well studied problem in computer graphics and image processing [24] . As its name suggests, solutions to this problem check whether a specific point is inside a polygon or not. According to Haines [24] , three main techniques can be used to solve this problem; the crossing test, angle summation test and triangle test.
Among these, the crossing test is the fastest (as shown in [24] ) and therefore 215 has been adopted in our work. An example of the crossing test is illustrated in Figure 2 . Initially, a vertical (to the x-axis) line that crosses the point (with coordinates (x p ,y p )) that needs to be checked is drawn. The point (x p ,y p ) is the marginally worse compared to checking whether a point is within a circle. We argue though that this slight performance penalty is negligible with respect to routing performance and battery consumption.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T 
Message Lifetime
As mentioned in Section 2, cast membership is dynamic due to the inherent 240 user mobility and therefore defining a time interval during which a message is valid is crucial. Our approach follows the Current-Member Delivery membership
Algorithm 1 Crossing Test
Require:
N : the current node.
Cm : the destination cast of message m.
1: function isInsideCast(N, Cm)
Let N (x,y) be the location (x, y) of N Let y (x N ) be the equation of vertical line which passes through x N Let pointsList{P (x,y) } be the list of Cm's boundary points P (x,y) which intersect y (x N )
2:
for each point P (x,y) in the pointsList{P (x,y) } do
if pointsList.size() is an odd number then 8: return T rue (N (x,y) is inside Cm)
9: else
10:
return F alse (N (x,y) is outside Cm)
11: end if
12: end function
model, as defined in [25] . Instead of just defining a single lifetime value, we use a pair of epoch times to define the beginning and end of the message's life.
With this approach we enable geocasting messages that will become valid in the 245 future to cater for anticipated latencies to reach the destination cast or specific use cases e.g. where an advertisement for sales becomes valid at rush hours in a large shopping mall.
Geocasting Spray And Flood (GSAF)
GSAF employs a two-phased approach to route messages towards their des-250 tination cast (phase 1) and spreading them to recipient devices within the destination cast (phase 2). The two-phased approach facilitates simplicity and elegance and is inspired by Unicast Routing with Area Delivery (URAD), a geocasting approach for MANETs [15] . Recipients of a message are the nodes that are present at its destination cast when they receive it and they do so during the 255 lifetime interval defined in it.
Phase 1 -Forwarding (and carrying) messages to their destination cast. In the first phase, GSAF follows a multi-copy spraying approach (inspired by [20] ), which is fast in terms of reaching the destination cast as well as efficient in terms of message delivery ratio and network overhead. Algorithm 2 specifies 260 how GSAF routes messages in the network. Upon message creation, T tickets are "assigned" to it (represented as a ticket counter which is included in the message header). T denotes the number of times a message can be forwarded to encountered devices from a specific device. Each time a message is copied and forwarded to another node, T is decreased by 1 in both devices (Lines 10 and 265 27 of Algorithm 2). Note that at this point both devices have T − 1 copies and therefore they can independently pass the message to T − 1 devices each. When T gets to zero, the message cannot be forwarded any further. It will be deleted when the local buffer gets full or when the message expires. Until then it can only be carried by the device (maybe until it physically reaches the destination 270 cast). Note that before forwarding messages upon encountering another device, a node will first check which messages it shares with the neighbouring node so a new message and initialises T to 3. It encounters two nodes (one after the other) and for each such encounter, it decreases the value of T in the message and forwards a copy of the message to the encountered node. As shown in the figure, T is first decreased to 2 (which is also the value of T in the message held by the node above the source node) and, then, to 1 (the value of T in the 290 message received by the node below the source node). The same takes place (T is zero) but the message will keep being forwarded to recipients inside the cast (phase 2). A message can end up in the destination cast either after it was exchanged between a node outside and a node inside the cast or because it was physically carried by a node inside the cast. In both cases, T is set to 0 at the beginning of the second phase (Line 24 of Algorithm 2).
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The value of T can be pre-specified for specific network deployments (e.g.
for communication within a city) based on e.g. the expected node density and mobility patterns. In § 4.5, a sensitivity analysis for the initial value of T is presented, which indicates that values close to the best T value (with respect to the observed message delivery ratio and latency), result to very similar perfor-305 mance. One could therefore dynamically set T 's initial value e.g. by estimating the density of mobile devices, as in [26] .
Direction-Aware GSAF (DA-GSAF)
In GSAF a device uses its location services only for determining whether it resides within a message's destination cast; no location information is exchanged 310 among devices, therefore GSAF is privacy preserving. DA-GSAF is an extension that utilises the direction of a device to decide whether to forward a message to an encountered device or not; no mobility patterns, historical location data or planned destinations are exchanged between user devices.
DA-GSAF adds direction-awareness to GSAF's first phase (the second phase 
2:
As a sender do Two points with x and y coordination.
Let P oint A(x, y) = P t x Let P oint B(x, y) = P t x or f unction castCenter(Cm) (Algorithm 5) 1: function direction (A(x, y) , B(x, y))
if 
Evaluation
In this section we present extensive experimental evaluation of our geocast-
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ing protocols. We have implemented GSAF and DA-GSAF in the ONE simulator [27] . We chose ONE because it supports (1) several realistic mobility models, (2) an extensible architecture for implementing routing protocols and sender/receiver types and (3) visualisation of both node mobility and message exchanging in real time [28] . We compare the proposed protocols to a number of 355 existing protocols that we implemented from scratch in ONE. We have adapted the Epidemic [21] protocol to support geocasting, which we use as a baseline for the performance of geocasting protocols. GeoEpidemic floods messages in the network, therefore we expect maximal network overhead; flooding also affects the delivery ratio given the finite size of device buffers. EVR and GeoOpp fol-360 low more sophisticated approaches for efficiently delivering messages to specific geographical areas and are the most relevant protocols to the ones proposed in this paper. We have not included other approaches, such as [7] and [16] , which could be used to support geocasting, because they present significant limitations compared to protocols that are specifically designed for geocasting (as described 365 in Section 1).
Measured Metrics
We evaluate our protocols by studying how the message delivery ratio, delivery latency and network overhead are affected when varying the number of users, buffer capacity and message lifetime in various simulation scenarios.
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Message delivery ratio. In geocasting, messages are not addressed to specific devices but to geographical areas where multiple devices may reside during the lifetime of a message. In contrast to unicast protocols where the delivery status of a message can be delivered or undelivered, in geocasting one has to take into account both the spatial and temporal aspects of cast membership. Each 375 message has a delivery ratio, instead of a mere delivery status, which is the fraction of the number of devices that were located in the cast throughout the lifetime of the message and received the message to the total number of devices that should have received the message. The overall delivery ratio of a geocasting protocol is the ratio of the sum of the per-message delivery ratio for all created 380 messages to the total number of created messages.
Message delivery latency. The same rationale is followed when measuring the message delivery latency. We measure the per-message delivery latency as the time it takes for a message to reach a device in the destination cast. The overall delivery latency is the average for all created messages.
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Network overhead. We measure network overhead as the total number of forwarded messages in the network. For GSAF and DA-GSAF this includes messages forwarded during both phases.
In geocasting, delivery ratio and delay, can vary significantly for different casts in the network; e.g. for sparse, remote casts compared to crowded ones.
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In order to get a more representative view of the protocols' performance for densely populated casts, for a number of experiments we present the average (and standard deviation) for the upper 10% of the most visited casts (i.e. 2 most visited casts).
Basic Simulation Setup
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Below we present common parameters and settings for all simulation scenarios discussed in this section. We have experimented with different sizes of device buffers (5 to 30 MBs with a step of 5 MBs; the default being 10 MBs) and different message lifetimes (30 to 240 minutes with a step of 30 minutes; the default being 120 minutes). We have simulated all protocols with two wire- 
University of Sussex Campus
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed protocols in scenarios where the network is within a confined geographical area. This type of opportunistic networking is very common, for example when a network is created across a festival venue or a public demonstration. We simulate networks 425 that operate across the University of Sussex campus, which covers an area of 1150 × 1450 square meters. The map was created using Google Maps and
OpenJump [30] . Although GSAF and DA-GSAF do not rely on static, predefined casts, for evaluation purposes only, we have created 11 casts within the campus, as illustrated in Figure 5a . Note that defining non-overlapping In Figures 6g and 6h we present the results for the upper 10% of the most visited casts (bars indicate the standard deviation). The delivery ratio for both GSAF and DA-GSAF is significantly higher compared to all other considered protocols. Note that for crowded scenarios our protocols lead to delivery ratios 460 close to 100%. GSAF and DA-GSAF perform marginally worse compared to other protocols with respect to the delivery latency (Figures 6i and 6j ). We consider this as a negligible penalty we pay for significantly reducing the network overhead and increasing the delivery ratio.
Influence of Buffer Capacity
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In the second series of experiments, we keep the user density and message lifetime constant and vary the buffer size. In Figure 7a the delivery ratio for GSAF and DA-GSAF is higher compared to all other considered protocols.
When WiFi is used, the ratio increases with the buffer availability because a device can exchange all its currently stored messages with other devices when 470 they encounter each other. However, when Bluetooth is used (Figure 7d) , the ratio reaches a plateau (∼35%) when the buffer size is 20 MBs. As the buffer size increases, more messages can be carried by each device in the network. However, there is not always enough time to exchange all buffered messages given the limited bandwidth and, more importantly, the mobility of users. As a result, (Figures 7c and 7f) . The average latency (Figures 7b and   7e ) follows a similar pattern to the results presented in the previous subsection.
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Note that the latency increases along with the buffer size for all geocasting protocols due to the reason mentioned above. A buffer capacity of 20 to 25 MBs is adequate for GSAF and DA-GSAF (as well as for all other protocols) to handle all network traffic. In Figures 7g and 7h we observe that the proposed protocols perform exceptionally well with respect to the delivery ratio of messages in the 485 upper 10% of the most visited casts.
Influence of Message Lifetime
With the third set of simulations, we study the impact of message lifetime on the performance of the proposed protocols. As shown in Figure 8a , the delivery ratio decreases as the message lifetime increases. One would expect that as the 490 lifetime of a message increases, there would be more time to deliver it in its destination cast. However, longer lifetimes imply the need for larger buffers to store (and carry) the messages and higher bandwidth to exchange them. Given the limited nature of both of them, the delivery ratio actually decreases as the message lifetime increases. Also note that longer message lifetimes mean more 495 recipients (that resided in the cast within the message lifetime), which may have moved out of the cast and never received the message. The results for the delivery latency (Figure 8b ) and network overhead (Figure 8c) show that GSAF and DA-GSAF perform better than all other considered geocasting protocols.
The number of relayed messages reaches a plateau when the TTL is 90 minutes.
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The bottleneck here is the size of the available buffer in the network devices.
The results in Figures 8d to 8e are similar to the ones presented in the previous subsection and confirm the superiority of GSAF and DA-GSAF when messages are destined to popular casts.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T in a much larger number of messages with delivery ratios that are higher than 50% compared to all other protocols. Note that the number of messages that are never delivered to their destination cast is 213 for GSAF, 145 for DA-GSAF, 848 for GeoEpidemic, 1027 for EVR and 938 for GEOOPP.
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Helsinki City Centre
In this section we evaluate the performance of our protocols in a simulated map of Helsinki city centre, which covers an area of 4500 × 3400 square meters. Being able to perform efficiently in city-wide networking scenarios (e.g.
for disaster management scenarios) is crucial for a geocasting protocol. We Probability to own a Car 50%
# of Offices 50
Probability to go shopping after Work 50%
Minimum Shopping time 1 Hour
Maximum Shopping time 2 Hours
# of Meeting Spots 10
Minimum Group size 1
Maximum Group size 3
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T uniformly and serve a single route (round trip) throughout the duration of a simulation. Note that the initial number of tickets T is set to 5 for both GSAF and DA-GSAF protocols, in this scenario. In [29] we presented the results of simulations of GSAF, in comparison to GeoEpidemic, in the city centre of
Helsinki when all user mobility was based on ONE's random mobility model.
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Due to space limitations and in order to provide more insights on how all studied protocols perform, we will not reproduce here the results presented in [29] . In this scenario, we evaluate the performance of GSAF, DA-GSAF, GeoEpidemic and EVR. GEOOPP [17] is computationally very heavy therefore simulations require significantly more time and memory compared to all other considered 540 protocols. This is because GEOOPP calculates the nodes probability to carry a message towards its destination considering the node visiting every different cast (cell in [17] ) in the network. This would also have implications in battery consumption in a real world deployment. Even using the Sussex HPC infrastructure, it was impossible to complete all simulations in a sensible amount of 545 time 5 ; we therefore decided to exclude it from the rest of the evaluation.
Influence of User Density
As shown in Figures 10a to 10f , the overall performance of all routing protocols is worse compared to the simulation scenario (omitted here but discussed in [29] 6 ) where the ONE's default mobility model was used. Looking at Figures 550 10c and 10f and the respective figures in [29] , one can see that the total number of relayed messages for both the WiFi and Bluetooth scenarios is reduced by a factor of 2. This is because with many simulated users working in their offices, there are fewer opportunities to relay messages towards their destination cast.
In this scenario there are casts that are rarely visited (given the distribution 555 of the offices and shopping centres in the map) and therefore GSAF and DA-GSAF perform slightly worse there, with respect to delivering messages to these 5 It would have taken around three months to run simulations for GEOOPP for all the scenarios presented below. 6 A complete description of research can be found in [31] M A N U S C R I P T 
Influence of Buffer Capacity
The influence of buffer capacity on the performance of all studied protocols is illustrated in Figures 11a to 11e . The results are consistent to our previous Due to lack of space we do not present the scatter plots that illustrate permessage delivery ratios. As mentioned above, because of the employed mobility model, some casts are visited very rarely. As a result, the number of undelivered messages (0% delivery ratio) increases compared to the default mobility model.
More specifically, the number of undelivered messages is 350 for GSAF, 510 for 605 DA-GSAF, 850 for GeoEpidemic and 738 for EVR (out of 1400 created messages during the simulation runtime). This confirms that GSAF is performing the best while DA-GSAF comes second.
Impact of Initial Ticket Value
The first phase of routing in GSAF and DA-GSAF heavily relies on the 610 number of tickets (T ) a message is assigned with, upon its creation. The value of T could be dynamically adjusted (e.g. based on the inferred device density)
to a value that provides the best performance. In this section we investigate how different values of T influence the performance of GSAF and DA-GSAF.
We are interested in looking at how sensitive our approach is to T, which, in 615 turn, indicates what the penalty of misconfiguring T in a dynamic approach would be.
In order to study the impact of the initial ticket value to the performance of our protocols, we design a scenario based on the default scenario. We keep all parameters unchanged and examine the performance of GSAF and DA-GSAF not consume all available tickets, therefore increasing T has no effect on the 630 behaviour of the protocol.
Impact of Cast Size
With this set of experiments we examine how the cast size affects the performance of the studied protocols. For the following simulation we divide 
User Scalability
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In this section, we investigate the behaviour of the proposed protocols for large numbers of users. Geocasting messages when a large number of users roam in the network is challenging with respect to the potentially large number of message exchanges in crowded areas due to frequent encounters between users. Messages should not become extinct very quickly due to the finite buffer 650 space, while an adequate number of copies should be disseminated so that the destination casts can be reached. In our evaluation, we extend the simulation scenario in § 4.4 to support up to 2600 users in the network; i.e. up to five times more users than in the simulations presented above. In the following, we only Figures 15a, 15b and 15c illustrate the delivery ratio, message latency and number of relayed messages for GSAF and DA-GSAF, respectively. The delivery ratio increases as more users are added in the network, reaching a plateau around ∼80%. This seems to be a close-to-optimal value given the definition of cast 7 Simulating thousands of devices with WiFi connectivity was proven extremely time consuming as more messages were being transferred during each encounter compared to the Bluetooth case.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T membership; i.e. the fact that it involves a spatial and temporal aspect. More 660 specifically, during the time it takes for a message to reach a cast, there is a number of users that entered and left the cast (and are therefore recipients of the message) without receiving the message. It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to deliver the message to such users. Comparing the results for 2600 against 520 nodes in Figure 15a , we observe a significant improvement in 665 the delivery ratio as the number of users increases. There are two reasons that justify this behaviour. First, as the number of users increases, there are more opportunities for both GSAF and DA-GSAF to pass messages to encountered nodes; in previous simulations (and this one for 520 users) there were cases
where not all tickets were consumed until a message reached its destination.
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Secondly, with more users in the network, the dissemination of messages within the destination cast is more efficient, although more messages are relayed for that purpose (see Figure 15c ). Note that DA-GSAF is still slightly more selective and therefore the number of relayed messages is smaller compared to GSAF.
Additionally, message sustainability within the cast increases with the number 675 of users in the network during the message lifetime.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented Geocasting Spray And Flood (GSAF), an efficient protocol for geocasting messages in opportunistic networks. We also introduced DA-GSAF, its direction-aware extension that trades minimal sen-680 sitive information (the direction a user is heading) for better performance in sparser opportunistic network scenarios. We highlighted significant challenges in geocasting in the context of opportunistic networks and described how GSAF and DA-GSAF deal with these challenges, overcoming the limitations of existing approaches. Both protocols deliver messages to their destination casts in 685 two phases. During the first one a message is replicated in a controlled way (using a ticketing mechanism) to encountered devices. When a message reaches its destination cast, the second phase is enabled and the message is flooded We implemented GSAF and DA-GSAF in the One Simulator and exten-695 sively evaluated its performance and general behaviour using a large range of simulations. We have also implemented prominent geocasting protocols and compared their performance to the one of our protocols. Overall, our protocols outperform all other considered protocols in all simulated scenarios (in some cases the delivery latency is marginally worse for GSAF and DA-GSAF).
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The proposed protocols are also battery-and network-friendly, requiring significantly less relayed message copies, compared to all other considered protocols, to reach the destination casts for each message. We also presented results that indicate the value of the initial number of tickets assigned to a message can be dynamically adjusted based on e.g. user density or mobility patterns, since 705 slight mis-configuration does not significantly affect the protocols' performance.
Finally, we evaluated our protocols in larger scale scenarios (up to 2600 devices) and with different cast sizes. The results indicate that GSAF and DA-GSAF operate within acceptable performance limits under a diverse set of communication scenarios.
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